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ABOUT THE BOOK: In this decade of devastating tsunamis comes an illuminating, gripping story about a
city that could be next. Padang, Indonesia, for centuries a bustling port town and a crossroads of East and
West, wakes up to the realization in 2004 that it has built itself right into a future tsunami’s path. Oakley
Brooks follows a colorful cast of characters, from top officials to barefoot villagers, and visiting scientists to
cavalier surfers, as they struggle to figure out how live in this suddenly precarious place. Tsunami Alert is a
parable about geologic reckoning in the 21st century — the way we blindly grow in dangerous places and the
courageous, curious and downright strange ways we go on living in the face of risk. About the AuthorOakley
Brooks is an American journalist whose writing has appeared in newspapers and magazines around the
world, including the New York Times, the Los Angeles Times and the International Herald Tribune. In 2009,
he was writer-in-residence at the Earth Observatory of Singapore at Nanyang Technological University,
among scientists researching earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis and climate change. He lives in Portland,
Oregon, on the eastern edge of the Pacific “Ring of Fire”.
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From reader reviews:

Kevin Ostby:

This Tsunami Alert book is simply not ordinary book, you have after that it the world is in your hands. The
benefit you obtain by reading this book is actually information inside this publication incredible fresh, you
will get details which is getting deeper you actually read a lot of information you will get. This specific
Tsunami Alert without we understand teach the one who reading through it become critical in thinking and
analyzing. Don't possibly be worry Tsunami Alert can bring once you are and not make your bag space or
bookshelves' grow to be full because you can have it inside your lovely laptop even cellphone. This Tsunami
Alert having good arrangement in word in addition to layout, so you will not sense uninterested in reading.

Glenn Wallin:

As people who live in often the modest era should be change about what going on or details even knowledge
to make these people keep up with the era that is always change and advance. Some of you maybe will
update themselves by studying books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to you is you
don't know which you should start with. This Tsunami Alert is our recommendation to help you keep up with
the world. Why, because book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Maria Antoine:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style with this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Together with book everyone in this world may share their
idea. Publications can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their reader with their story or
their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about advantage about
something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are many
kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their skill in writing,
they also doing some research before they write with their book. One of them is this Tsunami Alert.

Tommy Wright:

Tsunami Alert can be one of your beginner books that are good idea. We all recommend that straight away
because this book has good vocabulary that can increase your knowledge in language, easy to understand, bit
entertaining however delivering the information. The writer giving his/her effort to set every word into
satisfaction arrangement in writing Tsunami Alert although doesn't forget the main position, giving the
reader the hottest along with based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one of it. This great
information can drawn you into brand-new stage of crucial considering.
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